financial responsibilities of married teenagers ought to increase their participation and make voluntary unemployment, but not involuntary unemployment, less likely for them. A disabled teenager ought to be less likely to participate in the work force and less likely to find employment when he does. Low household income ought to impel a teenager into the work force, but it might also reflect poor Job opportunities for every member of the family, or serve äs a proxy variable for poorer-quality schools.
Exploratory regressions were run using these and other variables to explain unconditional and conditional labor force Status in subsamples of young men of the same race. Repeated attempts to use three regional dummies (for North Central, West, and South) and three area type dummies (for rural, urban outside urban area, and central city) generally were unsuccessful for participation, employment, and unemployment equations in all subsamples. Only the dummy variables for central city area and for the South region consistently were significant; often, the South coefficient was large and extraordinarily significant.  Thus, in the linear and logistic regressions reported here, central city and South are the only geographic dummy variables used.  Intercepts pick up, along with other unidentified effects, the unidentified contributions of living outside the South and outside the central city.
Gross Effect of Race on Unemployment
In Tables 5(a)-5(d), linear probability models of multiple choice are used to show quite clearly the gross racial differentials in the labor force behavior of young people.  The table has four parts.  In parts (a) and (b), all young men aged 16-19 who were not enrolled in school are included.  In parts (b) and (d), only nonenrolled labor force participants are included.  In each model, the intercept is simply the value for whites, while the coefficient on color gives the racial difference. For example, in "MODEL03" of part (a), just äs in Table 4(b), precisely 15.8933 percent of male white teenagers are seen to be out of the labor force.  The figure for blacks is 25.6908 percent higher, for a total black male percentage of 41.584.  This figure is slightly different from the 41.4341 percent given in Table 4 (a) because there are only one-tenth äs many blacks äs before.  Because unemployment, employment, and nonparticipation partition the sample in (a), the intercepts in the first three equations must sum to unity and the coefficients must sum to zero.21*
2*Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1981:301-303) provide the trivial and tedious details.  In essence, even when X and Y are dummy variables, LPM coefficient estimates are computed using the usual ÖLS formula, b -(X'X)-lX'Y.  The first factor, the inverted cross-product matrix, contains totals of individuals of each race to be used äs the denominators of the coefficient estimates. The second factor has the counts of labor force Status by race to be used äs numerators.

